
Become an Arctic Geologist!
The University Centre in Svalbard – UNIS – offers a Bachelor package to 
geology students at Norwegian and international universities. The 30ECTS 
full semester package will last from January to June 2020.

Apply for both courses online through the UNIS website: www.unis.no 

Application deadline 15th of October 2019

Course responsible: Maria Jensen – 
maria.jensen@unis.no 

See https://www.unis.no/course/ag-209-the-tectonic-
and-sedimentary-history-of-svalbard/

Ÿ How to recognize climate change, continental drift 
and tectonic movements in sedimentary basins by 
studying examples from the 400 million years of 
depositional history preserved in Svalbard. 

Ÿ How to function in a harsh Arctic environment and 
conduct meaningful geological fieldwork.

Ÿ To conduct small independent research project, 
work with others in a research team and present 
your results.

More information?

The Tectonic and Sedimentary 
History of Svalbard

(AG209, 15ECTS)
You will learn:
Ÿ Sedimentology, stratigraphy and structural 

geology by using world class outcrops as your 
classroom and by analyzing real data from the 
Svalbard geology.

Ÿ How to put your geological knowledge to use; by 
studying examples of real data from hydrocarbon 
exploration, coal mining and CO2 storage.

Ÿ How to perform independently and as part of a 
small group in at times challenging high Arctic 
conditions. 

Course responsible: Kim Senger – 
kim.senger@unis.no 

More information?
See https://www.unis.no/course/ag-222-integrated-
geological-methods-from-outcrop-to-geomodel/ 

Ÿ To use emerging tools like photogrammetry to 
construct your own virtual outcrops and include 
these in your evaluation of the area. 

Integrated Geological Methods: 
From Outcrop to Geomodel

(AG222, 15ECTS)
You will learn:

Ÿ To construct basic geological models based on 
your own observations and existing data.

Ÿ What range of methods professional geologists 
use, including their strengths and limitations. 

Ÿ How to conduct your own geological field 
mapping techniques, using relevant outcrops 
and core material. 

Ÿ To appreciate the authenticity of geological work 
through the use of applied hands-on exercises. 
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